Colonial & Revolutionary America


Early American Republic

Clark, Christopher. “Rural America and the Transition to Capitalism,” *Journal of the Early Republic* 16 (Summer 1996) 223-236.


19th Century America


---

**20th Century America (economic & political)**


20th Century America (racial/social & political)


Prelims book list. Ancient-Medieval: Lucent book & civil services chronicle 30 pages notes. Click here for document. I am presenting here a summary of all the books as recommended by toppers of the past 5 years. We have carefully analyzed their blogs, interviews and answers on multiple forums and the first thing that becomes apparent is that there is a great overlap and consistency in the books they have recommended over the years. Also all toppers have suggested sticking with your booklist and not refer to multiple resources for the same topic. Please note that this is a consolidated list and subject to our interpretation: NCERTS. NCERTs (6-10th Standard) Geography, History, Social Science/Polity. We have compiled for you a list of IAS books for Indian History. These are the best reference books for handling the History portion in the IAS exam. Books on Indian History can be helpful as Optional subject also for General Studies paper in the Mains exam. It can also be referred for conceptual clarity in the Prelims exam. WE have listed the best history book for upsc under the following categories - ancient history book for upsc, indian history books for upsc, world history books for upsc, medieval history book for upsc, modern history book for upsc. Our references on History books can